Personalization
CUSTOM EMBROIDERY
FREE script embroidery of company name, city, state and Sac
identification number.
The best method to identify night deposit and courier bags and those
in heavy-duty applications.
Guaranteed to be permanent and always legible, embroidery will not
wear off for the life of the Bag/Sac. Call for information about custom
embroidery of logos and special designs.
Embroidered identification is FREE on all bags with an Arcolock-7®,
and assorted large courier bags as noted in their descriptions. For all
other non-locking bags or Keyless Security™ Bags, embroidered
identification is available at an additional charge of $2.95 per bag.
Bags made of Nylon, Leatherette or 10 oz. Duck may be imprinted only.

CUSTOM SILK SCREEN IMPRINTING
For bags which include an Arcolock-7 or
KEYLESS SECURITY™ Closure
 A one color, one side imprint is FREE on orders for
25 or more bags.
 For less than 25 of these bags, a $60 imprinting
charge applies.
 For a second color or a second location (for example,
two colors one side or one color front and back), a
$.45 per bag charge applies with a $60 minimum.
 For a third color or third location (for example,
three colors one side, or two colors front and one
color on back), a $.90 per bag charge applies with a
$120 minimum.
 If you are interested in a fourth color/location,
please submit artwork and call for a quote.
 This imprinting policy also applies to several
specialty styles including Non-Lock Courier Bags, Light Duty Non-Locking Courier Bags, the
ATM Bag and our P.O. Style Mail Bags and others as noted in their descriptions.

For all other Non-Locking Styles:

 A one color, one side imprint is FREE on orders for 250 or more bags.
 For less than 250 of these bags, a $60 imprinting charge applies.
 For a second color or a second location (for example, two colors one side or one color
front and back), a $.45 per bag charge applies with a $60 minimum.
 For a third color or third location (for example, three colors one side, or two colors front
and one color on back), a $.90 per bag charge applies with a $120 minimum.
 If you are interested in a fourth color/location, please submit artwork and call for a
quote.
Pricing for custom identification effective February 1, 2017.

